This study develops an algorithm for multiple-windows blending of CT images in redgreen-blue (RGB) color space. A CT image is windowed at three different combinations of window width (WW) and window level (WL) values. The first window image is then colorized red (R), the second window image is colorized green (G), and the third window image is colorized blue (B). These three images, representing three combinations of window settings, can then be represented as a single RGB color image. The technique was applied to axial images of TOS-phantom with various objects and anthropomorphic phantom. This multiplewindows blending enables the result of multiple-windows to be presented in a single view without any subsequent changes to the windows settings. This multiple-windows blending is able to visualize many tissues of interest simultaneously with high contrast depending on the initial windows settings. The blending of soft tissue, bone, and lungs windows in thoracic images, for example, produces an image in which the details of soft tissues, bones, and lung nodules can be seen simultaneously in one view. Multiple-windows blending can potentially hasten image interpretation because more information is viewed in a single image. However, this novel method needs the radiologist to adapt to interpreting the new multiple-windows blended image. The method also requires standardization and optimization.
Introduction
CT scans are used extensively in medical applications because they produce excellent quality images [1] [2] [3] with very fast data acquisition [4] . One of the advantages of CT images compared to images from other radiological modes is their very high contrast [5] . CT scan images can distinguish between two objects having a contrast of only about 0.5% [6] , so very small structures inside the body can be investigated with excellent detail.
Axial CT images are two dimensional (2D) mappings of the linear at-tenuation of various body tissues expressed in Hounsfield units (HU) [7] . The HU scale has a very wide range, i.e. from -1000 to more than +3000 [8] . For example, the pixel value for air is about -1000 HU, fat is between -50 and -200 HU, the lungs are between -200 and -500 HU, muscles are between +25 and +40 HU [1] , and solid bones can be more than +3000 [8, 9] . However the most computer monitors can only show 256 separate grays [8] , and the human eye can distinguish narrower range than computer monitor. We generally employ a windowing technique, where we choose a range of HU values of interest to be displayed, specified by a window width (WW) and a window level (WL). Window width is the range of HU values to be displayed, while the window level is the middle value of the range [8] . Thus, with this windowing technique, the contrast of specific tissues of interest in the images is enhanced.
In clinical applications there are several types of windows, such as soft tissue, bone, lung, and liver [10] [11] [12] . However, displaying a CT scan image with only one type of window can have limitations. For instance, with a soft tissue window, existing tumors in the soft tissue will appear very clearly. However, if the tumor has infiltrated the bone, then that tumor may not be as well visualized on the soft tissue window. To be able to see tumors in bone, it is necessary to change the type of window into a bone window [13] . Some lesions in the liver do not appear with the soft tissue window setting. Mayosmith et al. [14] added a liver window to an abdominal CT image, which is usually interpreted using a standard (i.e. soft tissue) window. They reported that using an additional liver window produced an increase of 3.1% in the detection of liver lesions compared to a standard (soft tissue) window. Similar results were reported by Sabouri et al. [15] . These examples indicate that the use of multiple windows may improve the diagnostic accuracy of a CT scan [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, interpretation using multiple windows takes additional time and more effort from the radiologists. It is important to develop multiple-windows blending so that the results of multiple windows can be integrated into a single image (i.e., one view).
Previously, Pizer et al. [18] developed adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) that can display a wide range of CT image using only a limited range. One disadvantage of AHE is that the noise component becomes very dominant [18, 19] . To address this problem, Pizer et al. [20] have proposed a contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) as a variant of AHE [20] . Subsequently, multiscale adaptive histogram equalization (MA-HE) is proposed for automated simultaneous display of the full dynamic range of a CT image [21, 22] . Recently, Mandell et al. [23] developed a multiple-windows blending technique with their relative attenuation-dependent image overlay (RADIO) algorithm, which can display all HU value ranges in a single view without changing the WW and WL values. However, all previous techniques changed the standard appearance of tissues and may be confusing to radiologists. For example, radiologists have been trained to expect fat to look darker than soft tissue because of its smaller attenuation [24, 25] , but the techniques may produce a lighter image of fat than soft tissue. In the current study, we propose a new technique of window blending by utilizing a color image in the red-greenblue (RGB) plane. The three images are then combined to form a single blended RGB color image. To demonstrate its usefulness, we have applied the method to images of TOS-phantom with various objects, thoracic anthro-pomorphic phantom, head of patient, and thorax of patient.
Methods

The windowing process
In the windowing technique, the range of CT values displayed is called the window width (WW) and the middle value of the range is called the window level (WL). CT values are converted and displayed as 8-bit pixel values using a linear function [7] :
Only CT values within the WW range are displayed as gray values, increasing linearly through the window. CT values below the WW range are always zero, while those above WW are always 255 ( Fig. 1) .
The WW and WL values are typically specific for a particular examination. Several types of windows are shown in Table 1 . For instance, to see the contrast of objects in the lungs, a lung window is used with WW of 2000 HU and WL of -200 HU. This corresponds to HU values from -1,200 to +800. In the lung window setting, the contrast in the lung area looks very good, but other objects (i,e. the bone) do not display well. To see bone with good contrast, the window setting should be changed to a bone window with WW of 1500 and WL of +300. 
Window blending in RGB space
Image blending in red-green-blue (RGB) space is shown in Fig. 2 . The first windowing represents the red plane, the second windowing representing the green plane, and the third windowing representing the blue plane. The three results of the windowing are then merged to form a single RGB image. The resulting pixel values after windowing have a range from 0 to 255, indicating the intensity of the red, green and blue colors respectively (1) ( Figure 3 ). RGB color values can be treated as probabilities in the range 0-1 if each pixel value is divided by 255. Since the new image is a blending of the three planes, if the matrix size for one plane is 512 x 512, then the matrix size of the color image is 512 x 512 x 3.
The resulting image allows each pixel to have a color probability as a combination of three values, each with 256 discrete values between 0 and 1. If a pixel has a values (0, 0, 0) then that pixel is black, and if its values are (1,1,1) then the pixel is white. If the pixel has values (1,0,0) the pixel is red, (0,1,0) produces a green pixel, (0,0,1) produces a blue pixel, (1,1,0) produces a yellow pixel , (1,0,1) produces a magenta pixel, and (0,1,1) produces a cyan pixel. The first window results is for the red plane, the second window results is for the green plane, and the third window results is for the blue plane. 
Phantoms and patients images
In this study, multiple-windows blending was applied to TOS-phantom (Toshiba Medical Systems, Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) ( Fig. 4(a) ) and anthropomorphic phantom (Kyoto Kagaku Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) ( Fig. 4(b) ). The TOS-phantom was used in the module consisted of five cylindrical objects of air, Delrin®, acrylic, nylon, and polypropylene. The HU values of these five objects were -990, 340, 125, 100 and −100 HU for air, Del-rin®, acrylic, nylon, and polypropylene, respectively. The five objects were located inside the water. In the image of the TOS-phantom, we used the win-dows settings for liver, soft tissue and lungs. We also applied to the thoracic area of anthropomorphic phantom using the window settings for soft tissue, bone, and lungs as standard windows of chest CT [22] . The multiplewindows blending was also implemented to the head and thoraric images of patients. 
Results
The TOS-phantom image displayed with liver window is shown in Fig. 5(a) , with soft tissue window is shown in Fig. 5(b) , with lung window is shown in Fig. 5(c) , and with blended of these windows is shown in Fig. 5(d) .
In the liver window, the objects of air and polypropylene cannot be distinguished. In the soft tissue window, the objects of acrylic and nylon cannot be distinguished. In the lung window, the objects of Delrin®, acrylic, and nylon cannot be distinguished. While using the blended window (liver-soft tissuelung), the all five objects and the background (water) can be clearly distinguished. From these three windows, there are six (3!) combinations of the blended images. The images of six combinations for liver, soft tissue and lung windows in TOS-phantom are shown in Fig. 6 . It appears that the image of all combinations can distinguish five objects and backgrounds. It appears that the most dominant window is the lung window. If the lung window is on blue plane then the background is blue (a and d), and if it is on green plane then the background is green (b and c), and the background is red when the lung window is on red plane (e and f). A typical thoracic image of anthropomorphic phantom displayed with the soft tissue window setting is shown in Fig. 7(a) , with the bone window setting is shown in Fig. 7(b) , and with the lung window setting is shown in Fig.  7(c) , and the blended of these windows is shown in Fig. 7(d) . Fig. 5(a) shows that the contrast of soft tissues is high using the soft tissue window setting (indicated by double arrow), while the contrast of the lung (indicated by white box) and bone area (indicated by single arrow) are very low. Using the bone window setting, the contrast of the bone is good, but the contrast of the soft tissue and lung areas are poor ( Fig. 7(b) ). Using the lung window setting, the contrast of the lung is good but the contrast of the soft tissue is very poor (Fig. 7(c) ). In the blending of the soft tissue-bone-lung windows, the soft tissues, bones and lung nodules all have high contrast ( Fig. 7(d) ). In the thoracic anthropomorphic images there are also six combinations. The six combinations for the soft tissue, bone and lung windows are shown in Fig. 8 . It shows that the images of all combinations can clearly distinguish soft tissue, humerus bone and lung nodules. However, eye response is different for each of these colors. Fig. 7 shows that the most dominant of view perception is the green plane. Therefore, if the lung window is on the green plane then the lung nodule appears more clearly (b and e), and if the bone window is on the green plane then the humerus bone looks more obvious (a and d). Similarly, if the soft tissue window is on the green plane then soft tissue appears more clearly (c and f).
Implementation the multiplewindows blending to the head image of patient is shown in Figure 9 , using a combination of different window settings. Again, the blended images have excellent contrast. For example, in the blending of the brain-bone-soft tissue windows, the temporal bone (indicated by the white vertical arrow), the quadrigeminal cistern (indicated by the black horizontal arrow), and the falx cerebri (indicated by the white horizontal arrow) all have very high contrast. The details of the temporal bone usually appear only in the bone window setting, and the quadrigeminal cistern and falx cerebri only usually appear clearly in the brain window setting. Implementation the multiplewindows blending to the thorax is shown in Figure 10 . The blended images have excellent contrast (d). For example, in the blending of the soft tissue-bone-lung windows, the soft tissue, bone and lung all have very high contrast. Some parts look very clear, such as the descending aorta (indicated by the white horizontal arrow), the ribs (indicated by black horizontal arrow), and the pulmonary vessels (indicated by white vertical arrow). The results are significantly different from the images visualized using one window, in which the descending aorta is only seen in the soft tissue window (a), the rib detail is only visible in the bone window (b), and the pulmonary vessel is visible only in the lung window (c).
Discussion
In this paper, we have proposed a new method of CT scan image representation using multiple-windows blending in RGB color space. The proposed method has been implemented in the TOS-phantom with various objects, the thoracic anthropomorphic phantom, head of patient, and thorax of patient. The method enables the result of multiple windows to be presented in a single view, so that users do not need to make any changes to the windows settings. This may fasten the interpretation time because more information is viewed in a single image. Previously, AHE, CLAHE, MAHE and RADIO algorithms allowed shorter interpretation time than conventional windows [19, 20, 22, 26] . This novel multiplewindows blending is able to generate images with high contrast for many tissues of interest simultaneously, according to the initial settings of the specified windows. For instance, in TOS-phantom image, the liver, soft tissue, and lung windows produces an image in which the objects of air, Delrin®, acrylic, nylon, and polypropylene can be clearly differentiated, and in the thoracic image of anthropomorphic phantom, the blending of soft tissue, bone and lung windows produces an image in which the details of soft tissues, bones, and lung nodules can be seen simultaneously. These representations cannot be accomplished using conventional window techniques.
This novel method is different from the previous methods of AHE [18, 19] , CLAHE [20] , and MAHE [21, 22] , and the previous multi-windows blending method proposed by Mandell et al [23, 26] , which combines multiple windows into a single grayscale image using their RADIO algorithm. In these previous methods, the pixel values representation may be inconsistent and can cause misinterpretation among practitioners. For example, the pulmonary vessel and bone may be displayed as the same gray level. However, this is not the case with our proposed method because, although the pulmonary vessel and bone appear at once in a single image, they appear with different colors. This minimizes any possible misinterpretation.
It is important to note that multiplewindows blending in RGB space is a novel concept and there is no standardization yet. For example, in this study, the thoracic image of the anthropomorphic phantom used the soft tissue, bone and lungs windows. The combination of three windows need to be optimized by expert radiolo-gists. This optimization requires further comprehensive study. After the optimization of the color arrangements, standardization is also required. For example, thoracic images may be standardized using three windows: the soft tissue window as the red plane, the lung window as the green plane, and the bone window as the blue plane. This standardization should reduce any uncertainty in interpreting multiplewindows blended images.
Since radiologists have only been trained to interpret single-window grayscale images, they will face some difficulties in interpreting multiple-window RGB images. However, the intuitive appearance and the potential benefits offered by this multiple-windows blending may persuade them to adapt to such images in the near future. Since our method uses RGB color images, which is new in CT scans and it is only implemented in the phantoms, further studies are required to evaluate the results in the case of a patient with a particular abnormality.
Conclusions
Multiple-windows blending to display CT images in a single RGB color image has been successfully developed, and implemented in phantoms and patients images. It is able to visualize with high contrast many tissues of interest for very different groups of densities in a single view simultaneously. However, this novel method requires optimization and standardization, and needs an adaptation in the skills of the radiologist. Further studies are needed to explore clinical applications of this novel image representation.
